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In this Letter we report an experimental study of fully developed anisotropic magnetic turbulence in a

laboratory plasma. The turbulence has broad (narrow) spectral power in the perpendicular (parallel)

direction to the local mean magnetic field extending beyond the ion cyclotron frequency. Its k? spectrum

is asymmetric in the ion and electron diamagnetic directions. The wave number scaling for the short

wavelength fluctuations shows exponential falloff indicative of dissipation. A standing wave structure is

found for the turbulence in the minor radial direction of the toroidal plasma.
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Magnetic turbulence occurs in many plasma settings,
including astrophysical plasmas and laboratory experi-
ments [1–3]. This turbulence is fundamental to processes
such as the conversion of plasma flow into magnetic en-
ergy, conversion of magnetic energy to thermal energy, and
the transport of particles, energy, and momentum [4–6]. It
is often associated with magnetic reconnection processes.
Significant effort has been devoted to understanding the
turbulent cascade of magnetic energy and its features, such
as its anisotropy and scaling behavior [1,7–9]. Dissipation
processes operating within the turbulent cascade are less
studied, especially kinetic dissipation that is likely essen-
tial to heating and particle energization. Measurements in
the solar wind have been a primary driver for research on
magnetic turbulence [7]. However, it is now clear that
magnetic turbulence in laboratory plasmas shares impor-
tant features with its astrophysical counterpart, including
an MHD inertial range, anisotropy, kinetic dissipation,
particle heating and energization, and spectral conversion
to ion scale motions. Experiments are therefore an essential
counterpart to astrophysical observations to improve the
understanding of the magnetic turbulent cascade and its
consequences to important processes. Experiments can
also circumvent some challenges, such as interpreting
frequency spectra to infer the fundamental wave number
spectra, which are directly measurable in the laboratory.

In this Letter, we report measurements of fully devel-
oped magnetic turbulence in a laboratory plasma, resolved
from the driving scale to the ion gyroradius scale. The
plasma is a reversed field pinch (RFP), unstable to tearing
modes that drive a turbulent cascade with clear scaling
characteristics. The turbulent fluctuation energy is aniso-
tropic relative to the large-scale confining magnetic field,
concentrated in a narrow range of kk and a much broader

range of k?. This anisotropy persists for frequencies char-
acteristic of MHD turbulence to beyond the ion cyclotron
frequency. The k? spectrum is also asymmetric with re-
spect to the direction the fluctuations propagate. The wave
number scaling for the short wavelength fluctuations shows

exponential falloff indicative of dissipation. The spectrum
fits well a functional form that is the product of a power-
law and exponential falloff, which agrees with recent
modeling for dissipation-range turbulence [9], a more fun-
damental approach than a multiple power-law fit. The
inferred scale for onset of strong dissipation is larger
than expected for classical dissipation, implying kinetic
processes are important. This could be related to powerful
noncollisional ion heating reported for RFP plasmas
[10–12]. Lastly, we show that the small-scale turbulence
has a standing wave radial structure, an important clue as to
the type of fluctuation, which has not yet been identified.
These comprehensive measurements provide improved in-
sight on the nature of the magnetic turbulence cascade and
its connections to processes like particle heating and
energization.
The experiments are carried out on the MST RFP [13],

with major radius 1.5 m and minor radius 0.5 m. Magnetic
probes with multiple pickup coils (10 turns, 1 mm in length
and 3 mm in diameter) are inserted into the edge of low
current 200 kA deuterium plasmas to measure the equilib-
rium and fluctuating magnetic field. The line-average elec-
tron density is n � 1019 m�3, and the central electron
temperature Teð0Þ � 180 eV. The magnetic probe has
two sets of four coils which simultaneously measure BP

(poloidal component) and BT (toroidal component). For
each set, one coil measures the local equilibrium magnetic
field (using analog integrators), and the other three coils
are used for fluctuation measurements. To maximize
the dynamic range, the _B signals are sampled at 10 MHz
with an instrumental bandwidth of 2.5 MHz. The two-
dimensional spectral density of the magnetic fluctuations,
SðkP; kT; fÞ, is obtained by extending the two-point corre-
lation method [14] to two dimensions. Pickup coils sepa-
rated in the poloidal or toroidal direction determine the
poloidal or toroidal wave numbers, kP and kT , respectively.
These wave numbers are resolved for all frequencies, f,
within the instrumental bandwidth. The spatial separation
of the coils is�0:5 cm, allowing a measured wave number
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bandwidth�2�< k < 2� cm�1, but the data are found to
be statistically significant only for jkj & 1:5 cm�1. A sec-
ond probe with a linear array of 7 coils uniformly separated
by 1 cm is used to obtain the radial correlation of the
fluctuations. Both probes were calibrated to have an abso-
lute error of 5 G for equilibrium measurements and a
relative uncertainty less than 10% for _B signals.

The MST plasma exhibits a quasiperiodic sawtooth
relaxation cycle during which the tearing-mode-driven
magnetic reconnection bursts and the fluctuation level
increases [15]. The insert in Fig. 1 shows a typical fluctua-
tion ~BT at r=a ¼ 0:96 (from measured _BT) during a saw-
teeth cycle with larger magnetic fluctuations at t ¼ 0,
corresponding to the ‘‘crash’’ time. Conditional averaging
of many sawtooth events allows the cycle dynamics to be
temporally resolved [10,16]. Figure 1 shows ensemble-
averaged power spectra of ~BT at two time periods,
‘‘between crash’’ and ‘‘during crash’’ (see the shaded
regions in the insert). The peaks around 20 kHz correspond
to the unstable core-resonant tearing modes which domi-
nate the spectrum. Their finite frequency results primarily
from plasma rotation. Therefore 5–20 kHz is labeled the
‘‘tearing mode range’’. These tearing modes have been
studied extensively in RFP research [17]. At higher fre-
quencies the spectra show no distinct features indicative of
separate instability and remain smooth beyond the ion
cyclotron frequency range (� 600 kHz in the edge region)
out to 2 MHz, highly suggestive that nonlinear coupling
drives a turbulent energy cascade originating from the
unstable tearing modes. This is further supported by the
factor of 10 or so increase in ~BT at nearly all frequencies

during the crash when the tearing mode amplitudes burst
higher. For reference in discussion, the band 50–200 kHz
is labeled the ‘‘Alfvén range’’ since Alfvén waves
would appear with these frequencies, and the band
�400–800 kHz is labeled the ‘‘ion cyclotron range.’’
The anisotropy of the magnetic turbulence can be seen in

Fig. 2, where the green arrows indicate the mean (equilib-
rium) magnetic field direction, and the thick black lines
denote the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium field.
The upper panels show the spectral density function
SðkP; kT; fÞ integrated over the three characteristic fre-
quency ranges: (a) 5–20 kHz (tearing mode range),
(b) 50–200 kHz (Alfvén range), (c) 400–800 kHz (ion
cyclotron range) for ‘‘during crash’’ measurements. The
fluctuations in the tearing mode range do not exhibit strong
anisotropy because they are global modes whose resonant
surfaces in the core of plasma are far from the probe
measurements. On the other hand, SðkP; kTÞ in both the
Alfvén range and ion cyclotron range is spread along the
direction perpendicular to the local equilibrium field, with
�k? � �kk, where �k? and �kk are the spectral width

perpendicular and parallel to the local equilibrium mag-
netic field, respectively. Note that the equilibrium field in
the region of probe measurements is dominantly poloidal,
BP � BT .
The magnetic probe was scanned radially to measure the

radial profiles of the equilibrium and fluctuating magnetic
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FIG. 1 (color online). The power spectra of ~BT between (solid
line) and during (dashed line) the sawtooth crash with a typical
~BT at r=a ¼ 0:96 for the sawtooth cycle as an insert. The vertical
line denotes the ion cyclotron frequency (� 600 kHz). The
shaded region on the left of the inserted plot denotes ‘‘between
crash,’’ and the shaded region in the middle denotes ‘‘during
crash.’’

FIG. 2 (color online). The spectral density function SðkP; kTÞ
‘‘during crash’’ in three frequency ranges: (a) tearing, (b) Alfvén,
and (c) ion cyclotron, and at three radial locations (for the Alfvén
range): (d) r=a ¼ 0:96, (e) r=a ¼ 0:81, and (f) r=a ¼ 0:73.
The green arrows denote the direction of the equilibrium
magnetic field and the thick black lines show the field-
perpendicular direction. The fluctuation power is normalized to
its peak value in each plot, and the colors denote normalized
fluctuation power in dB.
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field. The equilibrium field is strongly sheared in the RFP,
including a radius where BT ¼ 0 (the reversal surface).
The lower panels of Fig. 2 show SðkP; kTÞ for the Alfvén
range at three radii spanning the reversal surface:
(d) r=a ¼ 0:96, (e) 0.81, (f) 0.73, all obtained ‘‘during
crash.’’ The SðkP; kTÞ spectrum maintains local anisotropy
as the equilibrium magnetic field changes direction. The
radial correlation length for the turbulence in the Alfvén
range (and ion cyclotron range) must therefore be signifi-
cantly less that the radial separation (7.8 cm) of these
measurements, confirmed more directly by correlation
measurements discussed below. Although not shown
here, the anisotropy in the turbulence is qualitatively the
same for ‘‘between crash’’ measurements.

We summarize that an anisotropy in the turbulence
power spectrum parallel and perpendicular to the mean
field is present for frequencies higher than the tearing
mode range, and at all radial positions. The magnetic
turbulence has a preference to spread its energy perpen-
dicular to the equilibrium magnetic field, and the spread in
magnetic energy along the equilibrium field is much nar-
rower. This observed anisotropy is consistent with MHD
turbulence theories and numerical simulations [18–20], but
since the anisotropy is observed even beyond ion cyclotron
frequency range, it is a more general feature than predicted
by MHD. Furthermore, we would like to point out that
there exists a physics explanation for the anisotropy of
MHD turbulence: a background magnetic field suppresses
fast variations along a strong background field since it
takes more energy to stretch and bend field lines than to
translate them [18].

The spectrum-wide increase in fluctuation power at the
sawtooth crash as seen in Fig. 1 is very suggestive that the
high frequency fluctuations result from a nonlinear cascade
driven by the unstable tearing modes. This is best evaluated
through the scaling of the wave number power spectra,
obtainable in MSTwithout invoking the Taylor hypothesis
[21]. The local SðkkÞ and Sðk?Þ spectra are obtained from

the measured 2D spectrum SðkP; kTÞ ¼
R
SðkP; kT; fÞdf

using kk ¼ðkPBPþkTBTÞ=B and k?¼ðkTBP�kPBTÞ=B,
where B ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
P þ B2

T

q
. Then SðkkÞ ¼

R
Sðkk; k?Þdk? and

Sðk?Þ ¼
R
Sðkk; k?Þdkk. The Sðk?Þ spectra corresponding

to the ‘‘between crash’’ and ‘‘during crash’’ cases are
shown in Fig. 3. A third case is also shown for separate
experiments in which the tearing instability is reduced
using inductive current profile control, called pulsed par-
allel current drive (PPCD) [22]. Between these three cases,
the fluctuation power in the tearing modes (shaded region
k? � 0:05 cm�1) spans a factor of 100, and the power in
the shorter wavelength turbulence rises and falls in concert
with the tearing modes. Not shown here, the anisotropy in
the higher frequency magnetic turbulence described above
also appears in PPCD plasmas.

The wave number fluctuation spectra exhibit both
power-law and exponential scaling behavior. To illustrate

this, the spectra measured at r=a ¼ 0:96 ‘‘during crash’’
are plotted in Fig. 4 on a log-log scale for k > 0 and
a semilog scale for k < 0. It can be seen that the fluctuation
power has much wider spread in the Sðk?Þ spectrum than
in the SðkkÞ spectrum; the SðkkÞ spectrum is symmetric in

kk, and is well described by a broadband power law with

steep falloff, SðkkÞ � jkkj�5:4�0:5. On the other hand, the

Sðk?Þ spectrum is asymmetric with respect to the direction
the fluctuations propagate. This is not a Doppler effect
attributable to equilibrium plasma flow. We are not aware
of any existing turbulence theory that predicts such behav-
ior. While Sðk?Þ exhibits a power-law character, Sðk?Þ �
jk?j�4�0:2, in the ion diamagnetic drift direction (k? > 0),
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FIG. 3 (color online). The k? spectra for ‘‘between crash’’
(solid line), ‘‘during crash’’ (dashed line), and ‘‘during PPCD’’
(dotted line). The shaded region denotes wave numbers corre-
sponding to tearing modes.

FIG. 4 (color online). The k? (blue solid line and asterisks)
and kjj (red solid line) spectra and their scaling characteristics at

r=a ¼ 0:96 with fittings using power laws (black dashed lines)
and using a dissipation-range spectrum (green solid line). The
drift direction is meaningful only for the k? spectrum.
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it has both power-law and exponential scaling in the
electron diamagnetic drift direction (k? < 0). (Note that
most of the fluctuation power at high jk?j propagates
in the electron diamagnetic drift direction.) The exponen-
tial break in the cascade indicates onset of dissipation,
often characterized by scale-dependent (or frequency-
dependent) power laws, as could be fit to data like that
in Fig. 1. Here we emphasize a comparison with recent
scaling analysis for dissipation-range spectra as an im-
proved model for this behavior. These model spectra
have the generic form Sðk?Þ � k��

? exp½�bðk?=k�Þ��,
where � ¼ 5=3 or 3=2, � ¼ 4=3 or 3=2, and b ¼ 3=2 or
4=3, depending on the alignment of the flow and magnetic
field fluctuations [9], and k� is the Kolmogorov wave

number. A best fit of Sðk? < 0Þ to this generic form gives
� ¼ 1:79 with 95% confident bounds of (1.56, 2.02)
and � ¼ 1:64 with 95% confident bounds of (1.12, 2.16),
which motivates our comparison with the model with
� ¼ 5=3 since � ¼ 3=2 is marginally out of the 95%
confident bounds of (1.56, 2.02). Thus we fit Sðk? < 0Þ
data to the model form of Sðk?Þ=�0� ¼ Eðk?Þ ¼
Ck�

2=3k�5=3
? expð� 3=2ðk=k�Þ4=3Þ [9], where � is the

plasma mass density �1� 10�8 kg �m�3, Ck is the
Kolmogorov constant (of order of unity), � is the energy

dissipation rate, and k� ¼ �1=4=�3=4 (� is the resistivity).

The best fit, as shown in Fig. 4, yields � ¼ 2� 1012 m2 �
s�3 (we assume that Ck � 1) and k� � 0:8 cm�1 which is

about 4 times smaller than calculated k� ¼ 3 cm�1 with

the same � but using classical resistivity of 5 m2 � s�1

calculated using local plasma parameters. This suggests
that noncollisional dissipation of the turbulence may be
important, a feature possibly related to the noncollisional
ion heating that is also observed in MST plasmas [10–12].

In inhomogeneous plasmas, magnetic turbulence could
be localized in the radial direction due to the equilibrium
density gradient or magnetic shear. The radial structure of
the turbulence was measured using a magnetic probe with 7
radially separated pickup loops to obtain the radial phase

and coherence, shown in Fig. 5. Panel (a) shows the
radial coherence of ~BT in five frequency bands:
7–30 kHz, 50–200 kHz, 200–300 kHz, 300–500 kHz, and
500–600 kHz. Since 7–30 kHz corresponds to global tear-
ing mode frequencies, a large radial correlation length is
expected and observed (e-folding length more than 10 cm).
For higher frequency fluctuations the radial coherence
drops rapidly relative to the reference point (�r ¼ 0 cm),
and the e-folding length is about 1.5–2.5 cm. This radial
localization of the high frequency fluctuations corroborates
the local resonant feature discussed above in connection
with Fig. 2(b). The radial phase of the higher frequency
fluctuations is shown in panel (b). If the fluctuations propa-
gate in the radial direction, a continuous phase change for
different frequencies is expected. This is not observed,
rather the radial phase is either 0 or about �. For example,
the radial phase in the 50–200 kHz band remains 0 for the
entire 6 cm radial span. On the other hand, the radial phase
in the 200–300 kHz band has a phase jump from 0 to about
� at �r ¼ 4 cm. The other two frequency bands show
similar behavior, with the phase jump location occurring
at smaller radial separation as the frequency increases,
indicating the e-folding length decreases for increasing
frequency. This behavior reveals a radial standing wave
structure for the fluctuations. Two electromagnetic modes,
the collisional shear Alfvén mode [23] and microtearing
mode [24], may have this type of radial structure, and are
therefore good candidates to describe the short wavelength
magnetic fluctuations. While it is unclear whether the
observed standing wave structure could be a result of any
inherent property of reversed field pinch plasmas, the
bounded nature of laboratory plasmas certainly contrib-
utes. Furthermore, we expect the standing wave structure
to exist in other laboratory plasmas since the existence of
the two electromagnetic modes is not limited to reversed
field pinch plasmas.
In summary, fully developed magnetic turbulence with

strong anisotropy is observed in a reversed field pinch
plasma. The anisotropy has �k? � �kjj with respect to

0

FIG. 5 (color online). (a) The radial coherence for ~BT in frequency ranges: 7–30 kHz, 50–200 kHz, 200–300 kHz, 300–500 kHz, and
500–600 kHz. (b) The radial phase of fluctuations in frequency ranges: 50–200 kHz, 200–300 kHz, 300–500 kHz, and 500–600 kHz
with typical error bars. The error bars come from the statistical distribution of the radial phase: the lower the coherence, the larger the
error bar.
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the background magnetic field, a feature that is consistent
with Alfvénic turbulence, e.g., Ref. [19], and extends to
fluctuations in the ion cyclotron frequency range. The
fluctuation spectra exhibit features consistent with a non-
linear turbulent energy cascade driven by unstable tearing
modes at the global scale. The scaling of the fluctuations
has both power-law and exponential character consistent
with inertial and dissipation processes [9,19], but the in-
ferred dissipation of fluctuations propagating in the elec-
tron diamagnetic direction appears to be noncollisional in
nature. The high frequency, smaller scale fluctuations ex-
hibit a radial standing wave structure which is reminiscent
of the linear structure for collisional shear Alfvén and
microtearing modes [23,24].
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